MANUFACTURING JOBS
OCCUPATION SNAPSHOT

ENGINEERING
TECHNICIANS
ENGINEERING TECH = HIGH TECH
Employers in southeast Michigan posted over 1,400 jobs for
engineering techs in the past year, but just over 200 people
received degrees in majors related to engineering technology.
This means that there is a large gap between the number of
workers companies need versus how many new grads can fill
open jobs.
Engineering techs work alongside engineers and machinists to
build the latest and greatest products.
Employment in the field is growing and is expected to continue
on this path. Regional employment is expected to rise by about
330 individuals in the coming five years, and potentially more if
current job postings are filled. Current postings indicate strong
growth in the field as postings continue to rise.
Most companies require, or prefer, an individual with an
Associate's degree. An Associate's degree in engineering
technology can put you in strategic position for a successful
career in engineering tech or as a jumping off point to a
Bachelor's degree in engineering.

SHOW ME THE MONEY

Manufacturing technicians often make similar or greater wages
than other popular careers requiring an Associate’s degree, such
as web developers, paralegals, dental assistants and HVAC
mechanics. While starting wages are similar, the average
manufacturing technician will make nearly $13,000 more a year
than other Associate’s degree holders. An experienced
manufacturing technician can make nearly
$22,000 more a year. Over a period of 40 years, the average
manufacturing technician will have made over $500,000 more
than their peers with an Associate’s degree.
The current workforce is also primarily white and male, which
means there is a great opportunity to attract minorities and
women into the field to grow the workforce.

19%
19% of the workers
currently in this field
are female.
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21%
Only 21% of the
workers currently in
this field are
minorities.

For more information on how to start your career in engineering tech visit your local community college.

